A new type center aperture detection (CAD) magnetically induced super-resolution (MSR) disk is described. A magneto-static type CAD disk was already reported last year, and it improves readout stability without deteriorating the readout characteristics such as readout resolution by using a gadolinium intermediate layer instead of a non-magnetic layer. Our group studied the intermediate layer further, and realized the exchange coupling type CAD disk that has high-resolution and readout stability simultaneously by using GdFeCo intermediate layer. It has large tolerance to the external magnetic field at readout. The tolerance became about three times larger than the magneto-static coupling type CAD reported before.
Introduction
Various optical disk systems that applied a blue laser diode (BLD) or a high numerical aperture objective lens are proposed. Our group also already proposed a magneto-optical disk system that uses a CAD disk, 0.6-NA objective lens, and a BLD. It has enough system tolerance at 11 Gbit/in21)-2).
The CAD-MSR disk has three merits. Firstly, there are many technical experiences because it was studied for a long time and applied to AS-MO or iD system 3)-5). Secondly, since considering the readout principle of the CAD it is expectable that the diameter of the aperture becomes small in proportion to the laser spot, it is easy to receive the profit of using BLD. The third merit is that since there is almost no distortion in a reproduction waveform, general signal processing can be used, so it is easy to use it for drives.
The CAD-MSR disk in our proposed system was magneto-static coupling type. The most difficult point of using the CAD disk is to keep readout stability such as tolerance to readout power or external magnetic field. It was shown in our past report that readout stability increases by using a gadolinium (Gd) intermediate layer instead of a non-magnetic intermediate layer between a recording layer and a readout layer. We think, however, the readout stability still is not enough. Therefore, the structure of the CAD disk was changed in order to make readout stability increase further. The new CAD-MSR disk uses exchange-coupling force. As compared with the CAD reported before, the principle, the structure, and experiment results of the new CAD are described in this paper. The film structure of the new CAD is shown in Fig. 1 . GdFeCo is used for the intermediate layer instead of Gd.
The composition is almost the same as a readout layer, and is RE-rich GdFeCo. As the simple substance characteristic, the magnetization direction is in-plane at room temperature, and is perpendicular direction at high temperature. Other layers are almost the same as the conventional CAD. Fig. 1 The structure of the CAD-MSR disk
The readout principle of new CAD is shown in fig. 2 as compared with the conventional CAD. A remarkable improvement point is external magnetic field tolerance. Figure 7 shows the experimental result of readout magnetic field tolerance measured in groove. The tolerance measured on land was slightly better than in groove. Adjacent tracks of the measurement track were also recorded. Recording power is center power that is obtained in the measurement of recording power tolerance shown in fig.5 . Readout power in vertical axis is normalized. Each point shows the readout magnetic field when a bit error rate was worse than 5x10-4. The EX-CAD has the magnetic field tolerance about three times of that of the ST-CAD. These result show that the EX-CAD realizes stable readout and it is easy to use for a drive.
Resolution and readout magnetic field tolerance of course change with the composition or thickness of the GdFeCo intermediate layer. There are some results that the external magnetic field tolerance increases drastically by slightly sacrificing the linear bit density characteristics. An example is shown in fig. 8 and fig. 9 . Figure 8 shows the bit length dependence of jitter of the example EX-CAD (it is described as EX-CAD2) as compared with the EX-CAD that was already introduced in this paper, and fig. 9 shows the external magnetic field dependence of jitter in groove. The composition of the intermediate layer of the EX-CAD2 Fig. 7 The external magnetic field at each readout power when bit error rate becomes worse than 1x10-5. Relationship between external magnetic field and jitter (bit length = 0.15um, Tp=0.4um) was changed from the EX-CAD, the volume rate of the transition metal was increased 1.5%. Although the linear density characteristic is slightly inferior in EX-CAD2 to EX-CAD as shown in fig. 8 , external magnetic field tolerance increases about twice as shown in fig. 9 . The similar results were also obtained by other methods like adjusting the composition of the readout layer or adjusting the thickness of the intermediate layer. Although these methods are not necessarily effective since the readout characteristics depend on the balance of combination of each layer, it can be said at least that the flexibility of the CAD design increased. Furthermore, although the downsizing of a spot diameter in the future system by using a shorter wavelength laser or by using a higher lens of NA may cause readout instability, it is expected that it is far less in EX-CAD than in ST-CAD.
Conclusion
A new type CAD-MSR disk using exchange-coupling force was developed. Readout stability improved remarkably, maintaining the characteristics of readout resolution or power tolerance equivalent to our conventional CAD-MSR disk that uses magneto-static coupling force. The CAD disk is easy to use for a drive. The design of the disk corresponding to the demand of a system becomes easy by using this exchange coupling type CAD-MSR disk.
